We study the ergodic theory of stationary directed nearest neighbor polymer models on Z 2 , with i.i.d. weights. Such models are equivalent to specifying a stationary distribution on the space of weights and cocycles that satisfy certain consistency conditions. We show that for prescribed weight distribution and cocycle mean vector, there is at most one such distribution which is ergodic under the e1 or e2 shift. Further, if the weights have more than two moments and the cocycle mean vector is an extreme point of the superdifferential of the limiting free energy, then the cocycle distribution is ergodic under each of the e1 and e2 shifts.
Introduction
We investigate the ergodic theory of nearest-neighbor directed random polymer models on Z 2 which are stationary in the sense that the point-to-point partition functions form a stationary random field which satisfies certain natural consistency conditions. We will call polymer models which are stationary in this sense "stationary directed polymer measures" although the path itself is not a stationary stochastic process under such a measure. Similarly, we call the measure ergodic if the field of partition function ratios is shift ergodic. Models of this type have been studied extensively in the context of solvable models, where these processes have a product structure which is rich enough to allow for explicit computations. The first such polymer model was the semi-discrete model introduced by O'Connell and Yor in [15] , with the first discrete model being introduced by Seppäläinen in [17] . See also the models introduced in [3, 7, 18, 19] and studied further in [2, 5, 6] .
In the language of statistical mechanics, stationary directed polymer measures are in correspondence with shift-covariant semi-infinite Gibbs measures which are consistent with the quenched point-to-point polymer measures. For a discussion of this point of view, we refer the reader to [11] , where it is shown, for example, that these Gibbs measures are in fact random walks in a stationary random environment (RWRE). The transition probabilities for these RWREs are given by ratios of partition functions of the stationary polymer model. See Section 3.1 below.
From [11, Lemma 4.5(a) ] it follows that the cocycle coming from an ergodic polymer measure must have a mean vector which lies in the superdifferential of the limiting free energy. Conversely, that paper also shows that for each vector lying in the superdifferential, there exists a stationary polymer measure with a cocycle having that mean. The main results of the present paper are twofold: we show that there is at most one ergodic cocycle distribution with a given mean and we show that if the mean vector is an extreme point of the superdifferential, then the cocycle constructed in [11] has this ergodic distribution. In the language of stochastic analysis, our uniqueness result gives weak uniqueness of the joint distribution of the cocycle and the environment; see for example the discussion in [14] .
Our analysis is done through the study of an update map for ratios of partition functions which is a discrete analogue of the stationary semi-discrete Brownian directed polymer model studied in [15] . In the same sense as in that paper, our arguments can be viewed as positive-temperature lifts of queueing theoretic arguments to directed polymers. See Section 3.3 below. Our main tool is Proposition 4.4, which is a positivetemperature version of an argument of Chang [4] .
Setting and main results
Let Ω 0 " R
and equip them with the product topologies and product Borel σ-algebras F 0 and F, respectively. A generic point in Ω will be denoted by ω. Let tω x pωq : x P Z 2 u and tBpx, y, ωq : x, y P Z 2 u be the natural coordinate projections. ω x is called the weight or potential or environment at x. Define the natural shift maps T z : Ω Ñ Ω, z P Z 2 , by ω x pT z ωq " ω x`z pωq and Bpx, y, T z ωq " Bpx`z, y`z, ωq. We also use ω x and T z to denote, respectively, the natural projections and shifts on Ω 0 .
We are given a probability measure P 0 on pΩ 0 , F 0 q such that tω x : x P Z 2 u are i.i.d. under P 0 and E 0 r|ω 0 |s ă 8. We are interested in probability measures P on pΩ, Fq that satisfy the following: I. Distributional properties: for all x, y, z P Z 2 (a) Prescribed marginal: the Ω 0 -marginal is P 0 , (b) Stationarity: P is invariant under T z , (c) Integrability: Er|Bpx, yq|s ă 8, (d) Future-independence: for any down-right path y " py k q kPZ , i.e. y k`1´yk P te 1 ,´e 2 u, tBpx, y, ωq : Dv P y : x, y ď vu and tω z : z ď v, @v P yu are independent.
II. Almost sure properties: for P-almost every ω and all x, y, z P Z 2 (e) Cocycle: Bpx, yq`Bpy, zq " Bpx, zq,
This definition of recovery differs from Definition 4.3 in [11] . The model studied here is in fact the same as the model studied in [11] , but after a reflection relative to the origin. As such, all of our results do apply in that setting as well. By considering the reflected model, our notation matches more closely with the previous work on stationary polymers. See Section 3.1.
We say that P is a stationary future-independent L 1 corrector distribution with Ω 0 -marginal P 0 . We say P is ergodic under T z (or T z -ergodic) if PpAq P t0, 1u for all sets A P F such that T z A " A. B satisfying property (e) is called a cocyle. If it also satisfies (f) then it is called a corrector. As it is customary with probability notation (and was already done above), we will often omit the ω from the arguments of Bpx, yq and ω x .
By shift-invariance and the cocycle property, ErBp0, x`yqs " ErBp0, xqs`ErBp0, yqs, for all x, y P Z 2 . Hence, there exists a unique vector m P P R 2 , called the mean vector, such that ErBp0, xqs " x¨m P for all x P Z 2 .
Our first main result is on the uniqueness of ergodic corrector distributions with prescribed i.i.d. Ω 0 -marginal and mean vector m P .
Theorem 2.1. Fix an i.i.d. probability measure P 0 on pΩ 0 , F 0 q with L 1 weights. Fix a vector b P R 2 . Fix i P t1, 2u. There is at most one stationary T ei -ergodic futureindependent L 1 corrector distribution P with Ω 0 -marginal P 0 and such that m P " b.
To state our second result we need a few definitions. Let Π u,v denote the set of up-right paths (i.e. paths in Z 2 with steps in te 1 , e 2 u) from u to v. For m ď n in Z Y t˘8u we will write x m,n to denote a path px m , x m´1 , . . . , x n q and will use the convention that x k¨p e 1`e2 q " k. Given weights tω x : x P Z 2 u P Ω 0 define the quenched point-to-point partition functions [16] imply that there exists a deterministic continuous
Given ξ P p0, 8q
denote the superdifferential of Λ P0 at ξ. This is a convex set. Let ext BΛ P0 pξq denote its extreme points. If ξ P p0, 8q 2 and Λ P0 is differentiable at ξ, then
Otherwise, ext BΛ P0 pξq consists of exactly two points (see Lemma 4.6(c) in [11] ). It is conjectured that Λ P0 is differentiable on p0, 8q 2 and then (2.2) holds for all ξ P p0, 8q
2 .
By [11, Lemma 4.5(a)] we see that if P is a stationary future-independent corrector distribution with an Ω 0 -marginal given by i.i.d. L p weights, p ą 2, and if P is ergodic under T e1 or T e2 , then m P P BΛ P0 pξq for some ξ P p0, 8q 2 . Our second main result concerns the converse. Theorem 2.2. Fix an i.i.d. probability measure P 0 on pΩ 0 , F 0 q with L p weights, for some p ą 2. Suppose P is a stationary future-independent corrector distribution with Ω 0 -marginal P 0 . If m P P ext BΛ P0 pξq for ξ P p0, 8q
2 , then P is ergodic under T e1 and T e2 .
Motivation
In this section we describe a few settings in which stationary future-independent L 1 corrector distributions are a key tool and hence identifying ergodic ones is an important question. In particular, the connection to stationary polymer measures explains the title of the paper. Another connection, on which we do not touch here but from which the name "corrector" comes, is with stochastic homogenization. See e.g. [1, page 467] . The recovery equation (f) is the analogue of (3.4) in that paper.
Random polymer measures
Given weights tω x : x P Z 2 u P Ω 0 , recall the partition functions defined in (2.1). Note that U x " Z ω u,x satisfies the recurrence relation
for all x ‰ u. This implies that B u px, y, ωq " log Z ω u,y´l og Z ω u,x is a corrector, but only on u`N 2 . Note also that B u px, y, T z ωq " B u`z px`z, y`z, ωq. Also, if x, y ď v, then B u px, y, ωq is a function of tω z : z ď vu and hence if tω x : x P Z 2 u are i.i.d., then B u satisfies the future-independence property (d) (with x, y required to stay in u`N 2 ).
The quenched point-to-point polymer measures are given by
This is a backward Markov chain, starting at v, taking steps t´e 1 ,´e 2 u, with absorption at u and transition probabilities
Note that if x " u`ke i , k P N, then the chain takes´e i steps until it reaches u. A stationary version of the above picture consists of removing the dependence on u in the corrector B u . More precisely, a stationary polymer measure is given by specifying a stationary future-independent corrector distribution P with an i.i.d. Ω 0 -marginal P 0 , and then for each realization of the environment ω the quenched polymer measure Q ω v rooted at v P Z 2 is a Markov chain starting at v and having transition probabilities πpx, x´e i , ωq " e ωx´Bpx´ei,x,ωq , x P Z 2 , i P t1, 2u. Observe that πpx, x´e i , ωq " πp0,´e i , T x ωq. Hence, stationary polymer measures are in fact random walks in a stationary random environment (RWRE).
The quenched point-to-point measure (3.2) can also be viewed as a forward Markov chain starting at u, taking steps te 1 , e 2 u, with absorption at v and transitions
where now B v px, y, ωq " log Z ω x,v´l og Z ω y,v`ωx´ωy . Just as in the previous paragraph, this structure also leads to stationary polymer measures that are stationary (forward) RWREs with steps te 1 , e 2 u and whose transitions are of the form πpx, x`e i , ωq " e ωx´Bpx,x`ei,ωq , i P t1, 2u, where B is an L 1 stationary corrector but with the recovery equation replaced by e´ω
x " e´B px,x`e1q`e´Bpx,x`e2q and future-independence replaced by pastindependence (defined in the obvious way). The two points of view are in fact equivalent due to the symmetry of P 0 with respect to reflections of the axes.
Such objects were instrumental in the study of semi-infinite polymer Gibbs measures in [11] . Note that although the weights tω x : x P Z 2 u are i.i.d. under P 0 , the transitions t πpx, x´e 1 q : x P Z 2 u (and t πpx, x`e 1 q : x P Z 2 u) are highly correlated, causing the path to be superdiffusive. See for example Theorem 7.2 of [9] .
[11] also shows that the aforementioned stationary forward polymer measures are in fact limiting stationary versions of the Markov chains with transition probabilities in (3.5) . By the symmetry mentioned above, the same results apply to get that the stationary backward polymer measures are limits of the Markov chains with transition probabilities in (3.3). More precisely, the last sentence means the joint distribution of tω x , B u py, zq : x P Z 2 , y, z P u`N 2 u under P 0 converges weakly to a stationary futureindependent L 1 corrector distribution as one takes u "´nξ for some ξ P p0, 8q
2 and sends n Ñ 8. In fact, under some differentiability assumptions on Λ P0 , the convergence can even be achieved in the almost sure sense. See [11, Theorems 3.8] . See also [9, Theorem 4.1(ii)] in a special case of P 0 .
Another way of introducing stationary polymer measures comes by considering solutions to the recursion (3.1), but with appropriate boundary conditions. More precisely, given a stationary future-independent corrector distribution P with an i.i.d. Ω 0 marginal P 0 , a down-right path y " y´8 ,8 with y m¨p e 1´e2 q " m for m P Z, and a point u P y, define the quenched path-to-point partition functions
Here, Π y,v is the set of up-right paths x m,n that start at a point x m P y, exit y right away, i.e. x m`1 R y, and end at x n " v. Recall that an empty sum is 0. Also, if v P y, then Π y,v consists of the single path made out of the single point v. Hence, Z y,ω u,v " e Bpu,vq . In particular, this definition is independent of the boundary y and gives the stationary field te Bpu,vq : u, v P Z 2 u of point-to-point partition functions, mentioned in the introduction. The cocycle and recovery properties (e) and (f) imply that e Bpu,xq satisfies the same recurrence relation (3.1) as Z y,ω u,x . Since the two also match for x P y we deduce that Z y,ω u,x " e Bpu,xq for all x for which Π y,x " ∅. This is why B is called a corrector: it corrects the potential tω x : x P Z 2 u, turning the superadditive log Z " e ωx´Bpx´ei,x,ωq , x P Z 2 , i P t1, 2u
until reaching y. In other words, this is exactly the quenched distribution Q ω v , until absorption at y and the path-to-point polymer measure is indeed the same as the stationary polymer measure introduced above. Such models with boundary have been crucial in the study of solvable models, i.e.
cases where the special choice of P 0 leads to fortuitous coincidences that allow many explicit computations. See for example [17] where the boundary path is y´8 ,0 " Z´e 2 and y 0,8 " Z`e 1 and e´ω x are i.i.d. Gamma distributed random variables. In related settings with different path geometries [3, 7, 19] , the boundary is again typically y´8 ,0 " Z´e 2 and y 0,8 " Z`e 1 , while in the semi-discrete model [15] the boundary is given by p´8, 8qˆt0u, which is analogous to y´8 ,8 " Ze 1 .
Random dynamical systems
One can view the problem of finding stationary corrector distributions as one of finding solutions U x to the recurrence equation (3.1), such that tlog U x´l og U y : x, y P Z 2 u forms a stationary field. This is a discrete version of the problem of characterizing the global physical solutions to the stochastic viscous Burgers equation
where 9 W is space-time white noise. This point of view is the focus of [12] .
Positive-temperature queues in tandem
Given B : Z 2ˆZ2 Ñ R define V n,k " e ω pn,kq , X n,k " e Bppn,k´1q,pn`1,k´1qq , and Y n,k " e Bppn,k´1q,pn,kqq´ω pn,kq for n, k P Z.
Lemma 3.1. B is a corrector if and only if the following hold for all n, k P Z:
Proof. The cocycle property (e) is equivalent to Bpx´e 2 , xq´Bpx´e 1 , xq " Bpx´e 1´e2 , x´e 1 q´Bpx´e 1´e2 , x´e 2 q @x P Z 2 .
Together, the cocycle and the recovery properties (e) and (f) are equivalent to olding for all x P Z 2 . Plug in x " pn`1, kq in the first equation and x " pn, kq in the second one, then apply the definitions of V , X, and Y .
We will see below that iterating the first equation in (3.6) gives
for all n, k P Z. Suppose now tω x : x P Z 2 u have an i.i.d. distribution P 0 . Then tV n,k : n, k P Zu are also i.i.d. Suppose tX n,0 : n P Zu are independent of the V variables and have a stationary probability distribution µ. Once the variables tV n,k : n, k P Zu and tX n,0 : n P Zu are known, the rest of the variables tY n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u and tX n,k : n P Z, k P Nu can be computed via (3.7) and the second equation in (3.6). The resulting process tV n,k , X n,k , Y n,k : n P Z, k P Z`u is clearly stationary under shifts in the n index.
Let Ψpµq be the distribution of tX n,1 : n P Zu. The problem of finding a stationary corrector distribution P with Ω 0 -marginal P 0 is then the same as finding a fixed point for the map Ψ, as this will ensure that the pV, X, Y q process is stationary under shifts in the k index. Inspecting the dependence on V in (3.6) and (3.7) one can quickly see that P will also satisfy the future-independence property.
(3.6) are p`,ˆq-algebra analogues of the known pmax,`q-algebra queueing recursions W n`1,k " pS n,k`Wn,k´An,k q`and A n,k`1 " S n`1,k`p S n,k`Wn,k´An,k q´.
See for example (7.6) in [8] . In this sense, the picture can be thought of as describing positive-temperature ‚ /G/1/8/FIFO queues in tandem.
Positive-temperature queuing theory
To prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 it will be convenient to work with the queuing theoretic notation from Section 3.3. We start with a few auxiliary lemmas.
Here is the setting for this section. We are given a stationary process X " tX n : n P Zu and an i.i.d. sequence V " tV n : n P Zu with X 0 ą 0 and V 0 ą 0 almost surely. Assume the two families are independent of each other and denote their joint distribution by P , with expectation E. Suppose Er| log X 0 |s ă 8 and Er| log V 0 |s ă 8. Let I denote the shift-invariant σ-algebra of the process tpX n , V n q : n P Zu and assume that Erlog X 0 | Is ą Erlog V 0 s P -almost surely.
(4.1) Lemma 4.1. Suppose that Y " tY n : n P Zu satisfies the recursion Y n`1 " 1`V n X´1 n Y n , P -almost surely and for all n P Z.
(4.2)
Then n´11t0 ă Y 0 ă 8u log Y n Ñ 0 almost surely.
Proof. Let a P R and ε ą 0 be given and abbreviate U k " log V k´l og X k . Define F ε 0 paq " a and F ε n`1 paq " log p1`exp tF ε n paq`U n´E rU 0 | Is`εuq for n P Z`.
An induction argument shows that for any n P N, we have
As usual, we take an empty sum to be zero. The ergodic theorem implies then that F ε n paq " logp1`e nε`opnand therefore n´1F ε n paq Ñ ε P -almost surely, for any a P R. Another induction (using the fact that ErU 0 |Īs ď 0) shows that on the event 0 ă Y 0 ă 8, we have 0 ď log Y n ď F ε n plog Y 0 q for all n P N. The claim of the lemma follows.
Lemma 4.2.
The process Y " tY n : n P Zu given by
is the unique stationary and almost surely finite solution to (4.2). For any other process Y for which (4.2) holds P -almost surely for all n P Z, Y must satisfy P lim jÑ´8 |Y j | Ñ 8 ( ą 0 and then either Y is stationary and P p|Y 0 | " 8q ą 0 or Y is not stationary.
Proof. Suppose Y is given by (4.3). By the ergodic theorem and (4.1) Conversely, let Y satisfy (4.2) P -almost surely and for all n P Z. Iterating (4.2) implies that whenever j ă n´1, we must have
where we take the convention that log 8 " 8. Then this and (4.4) imply that almost surely
In this case, taking j Ñ´8 in (4.5) along a subsequence that realizes this liminf implies Y is given by (4.3) almost surely and for all n P Z.
If, alternatively, the probability in (4.6) is positive, then with positive probability |Y j | Ñ 8 as j Ñ´8. If we furthermore assume that Y is stationary, then the ergodic theorem implies that |Y 0 | " 8 on the event t|Y j | Ñ 8u. To see this last claim note that for any c ą 0, |k|´1
Given the setting at the beginning of the section, define Y " tY n : n P Zu by (4.3). By Lemma 4.2, Y satisfies (4.2) and 1 ă Y 0 ă 8 almost surely. Define the stationary process
An induction argument shows that for n P N, we have
Lemma 4.1 implies that log Y n {n Ñ 0 almost surely. Also, log X 0 ą log V 1 almost surely. Hence, the ergodic theorem implies log X 0 is integrable and
n q : n P Zu both satisfy equations (4.3) and (4.7). Note that both families share the same V variables.
Now we define the queuing operator Φ : M 1 pR Z q Ñ M 1 pR Z q, where M 1 pXq is the set of probability measures on X. Let To define Φ we need a probability measure Γ on R such that ş |s| Γpdsq ă 8. and hence the stochastic process pX 0 , V q " tpX 0 n , V n q : n P Zu falls in the setting at the beginning of the section. Then by (4.7) we have |A 0 n | ă 8 almost surely. Given two stationary probability measures µ 1 , µ 2 on Ω A , let Mpµ 1 , µ 2 q denote all stationary probability measures on Ω AˆΩA , with marginals µ 1 and µ 2 . Recall the definition of theρ distance: Proof. Fix an ergodic λ P Mpµ 1 , µ 2 q and let P " λ b Γ bZ P M 1 pΩ AˆΩAˆΩW q. Being a product of an ergodic measure and a product measure, P is also ergodic. Let A Under the event in the above probability, we havé
We also have X
n`1 and from (4.7), it follows that for i P t1, 2u Let φ be a bounded measurable function on Ω A . Then
This is equivalent to Φpµq " ş Φpνq Q µ pdνq. Since Φpµq " µ, uniqueness in the ergodic decomposition theorem implies that Q µ˝Φ´1 " Q µ . In particular, Φpνq P M α e pΩ A q for Q µ -almost every ν. Also, for any k P N
The inequality in Proposition 4.4 then implies that
By the second part of Proposition 4.4 it must be the case that ν " Φpνq for Q µ -almost every ν. Corollary 4.5 then implies that Q µ is a Dirac mass and so µ P M α e pΩ A q.
Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
Fix an i.i.d. probability measure P 0 on pΩ 0 , F 0 q with L 1 weights. Let P be a stationary future-independent L 1 corrector distribution with
n " e Bpne1,ne1`e2q´ωne 1`e1 , and V n " e ωne 1`e2 , n P Z. Future independence implies the two processes X 0 and V are independent of each other. Let I be the invariant σ-algebra for the process pX 0 , V q. Let µ be the distribution of A 0 " tlog X 0 n : n P Zu. Let M 0 " Erω 0 s " Erlog V 0 s. Recovery (f) implies that Bp0, e 1 q ą ω e1 and hence Erlog A tBpx, y, ωq : x, y P ZˆZ`u " F`tBpne 1 , pn`1qe 1 q : n P Zu, tω ne1`ke2 : n P Z, k P Nu˘. (3.6) says that e Bpne1`e2,pn`1qe1`e2q is equal to X 0 n , defined by (4.7). This argument shows that the process tBpne 1 , ne 1`e2 q, Bpne 1`e2 , pn`1qe 1`e2 q : n P Zu is a measurable function of tBpne 1 , pn`1qe 1 q : n P Zu and tω ne1`e2 : n P Zu.
Since P is stationary, we have that A 0 " tlog X 0 n : n P Zu has the same distribution µ as A 0 . In other words, Φpµq " µ. This lets us repeat the above procedure inductively to get that tBpx, x`e i q : x P ZˆZ`, i " 1, 2u is a measurable function of tBpne 1 , pn`1qe 1 q : n P Zu and tω ne1`ke2 : n P Z, k P Nu. We also have Bpx`e i , xq "´Bpx, x`e i q, P-almost surely. Then the cocycle property (e) implies that for x, y P ZˆZ`, Bpx, yq is the sum of Bpx k , x k`1 q along any path with steps t˘e 1 ,˘e 2 u from x to y. The claim of the lemma follows.
Corollary 5.2. If P 1 is a stationary future-independent L 1 corrector distribution with Ω 0 -marginal P 0 and the distributions of tBpne 1 , pn`1qe 1 : n P Zu under P 1 and P match, then P 1 " P.
Proof. Lemma 5.1 implies that the distributions of tBpx, yq : x, y P ZˆZ`u under P and P 1 match. Then stationarity of the two probability measures implies P " P 1 .
Proof of Theorem 2.1. As was mentioned in the proof of Lemma 5.1, µ is a fixed point of Φ. Corollary 4.5 says that there exists at most one ergodic such µ. Corollary (5.2) thus implies that there exists at most one T e1 -ergodic P. Switching e 1 and e 2 around in the definitions of X 0 and Y 0 we get the same result for the T e2 shift.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Apply Lemma 4.5(a) in [11] to get m P P BΛpξq for some ξ P p0, 8q
Then part (c) of that same lemma along with Theorem 4.4 in [11] imply that n´1Bp0, ne 1 q converges almost surely to m P¨e1 . Since Bp0, ne 1 q " ř n´1 m"0 A 0 m we have that (4.13)
holds and Lemma 4.6 says that µ is ergodic. Corollary 5.2 says P is determined by µ b Γ bpZˆZ`q . Since this is a product of an ergodic measure and a product measure, it is ergodic. Ergodicity of P under the T e1 shift follows. A symmetric argument gives the ergodicity under the T e2 shift.
